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We will ensure that your bouquet works with your dress ,  the venue ,  the

season but most importantly with you .  Choosing the right flowers in

the tone and colour that suits your complexion and your hair colour is

critical :  it is as important as choosing the right tone of lipstick or

blush .  

The style and size of your bouquet needs to work with your stature ,

your style and the context of your wedding day :  a magnificent ,  fully

wired shower bouquet may look fabulous on its own but it would hide

a petite bride ,  and a neat dome of roses for a tall ,  statuesque bride

may not provide the impact that a trailing teardrop might .

Remember that bouquets can be heavy things (an equally important

point if you plan throw your bouquet into a crowd of guests !…we can

produce a special bouquet specifically for this purpose if you like) .

THE  BRIDE

HANDTIED BOUQUET 

WIRED SHOWER BOUQUET 

TEARDROP BOUQUET 

FLORAL HEADDRESS

FULL FLOWER CROWN

WIRED HAIR FLOWERS

£70  - £150

£180  - £300

£150  - £250

FROM  £25

FROM  £40

FROM  £10
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Bridesmaids and flowergirls are ,  sorry to be blunt ,  essentially the

bride ’s human accessories on the big day whose job it is to frame her

in photos and remove confetti from her veil ,  or to look angelic walking

down the aisle .

For adult bridesmaids this means working with the frocks firmly in

mind and complementing the bridal bouquet and for flowergirls this

means creating something extremely pretty that is as unlikely as

possible to be (a) discarded in a convenient bush or (b) bashed over a

page boy ’s head – even if it is just for the photos (here speaketh

experience…).

BRIDESMAIDS
AND  FLOWER

GIRLS

HANDTIED POSY

FLOWERGIRL POSY

FLORAL HEADDRESS

FULL FLOWER CROWN

WIRED HAIR FLOWERS

POMANDER

FLOWER WAND

£40  - £80

£20  - £50

FROM  £25

FROM  £40

FROM  £10

FROM  £35

FROM  £12 .50
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Please do not forget the menfolk !  Buttonholes should never be an

afterthought – they are floral art in miniature and we love them ,

especially when adorned with a vintage tie pin ,  some steampunk-y

antique watch cogs or some other object that the H&B magpies have

found on their adventures .

THE  MENFOLK
BUTTONHOLE £8  - £15

THE  VENUE

From pew ends ,  door wreaths ,  flower garlands ,  chair backs ,  pedestal

displays and table centres to magnificent floral sculptures or upside

down parasols raining down showers of flowers (yes indeed) the

flowers that adorn your ceremony and reception venues present the

perfect opportunity to show your guests your personality and to go a

bit crazy with the creativity .

JAM JAR POSY TABLE CENTRES 

LOW TABLE CENTRES 

TALL TABLE CENTRES 

PEDESTAL ARRANGEMENTS 

CHAIR-BACKS/PEW-ENDS

TOP-TABLE DISPLAYS

£15  - £30

£30  - £50

£40  - £150

£80  - £200

£15  - £30

£50  - £100
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As a guide ,  these price ranges for

the classic designs are typical ,  but

the usual cost will be somewhere in

the middle .

This is by no means an exhaustive

list of what we can create – from

cake toppers to floral arches and

column garlanding the only limit is

what you can dream up !

You may prefer a simple rustic look

with table centres of wild-looking

garden flowers and ivy garlanding

or maybe your guests will be

treated to sparkling candelabras

dripping with an avalanche of

avalanche roses :  the possibilities

are endless .

Email the studio to book your

consultation ,  or be old-school and

give us a call !
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